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OUR MISSION
Craig is dedicated to providing the highest quality  

products and support to allow our customers  
to unlock the maximum potential productivity of  

their equipment.

We are committed to providing our Team Members with 
a stable, 5S and safe working environment that 
encourages personal and team development.  

Team creativity and innovation are the cornerstones on 
which our company has been built and  

only through these achievements will it succeed. 

TEAM MEMBERS

CUSTOMERS



In 1980, Craig became the first company to have a hydraulic wing, as well as the first to 
have a hydraulic trip swivel for wheel loaders. Our wing plows often outlast the machine,  
so we sell mounting brackets to adapt old wings to new machines.  
 With over 70 years of ongoing research and development, we are confident that you will 
find Craig snow gear to be among the most reliable and well built in the market today.
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Clear large paved surfaces up to three times  
faster with one of our rugged Snow Pushers. 
Constructed specifically for parking lot and  
airport runway usage, our design incorporates 
a precision back frame for maximum strength 
and ease of hook up.

Featuring a very aggressive conical 
moldboard, this plow has been designed
specifically for highway use. The large
difference between intake and discharge 
heights results in superior snow curl and 
discharge at high speeds.

WL-683
HIGH SPEED ONE WAY PLOW

WL-CSP
SNOW PUSHER

In the mid 50’s Craig Manufacturing was the 
first company to put a wing assembly on  
a wheel loader. Ever since this historic event 
we’ve continued to innovate and refine our 
industry leading design. The perfect curvature 
of our wing moldboard is still based on the  
magic formula for snow curl and discharge 
we’ve used since day one.

The Craig 1072 Series plows are the next 
generation of rugged one way Craig  
blades built for today’s high speed machines.  
This plow is the modern version of the long  
heralded 670 Series and remains true  
to that plow’s history of trouble-free operation 
and structural integrity.

WL-1072
1072 ONE WAY PLOW

WL-301
301 SERIES WING

The result of over 70 years of design 
improvements, this reversible is the industry 
leader in snow equipment for wheel  
loaders today. The full floating frame follows 
the contour of the road both laterally  
and horizontally to ensure maximum contact.

The Craig Folding Wing Plow is designed to 
be the ultimate multi-function snow fighting 
tool. The end gates allow it to be used  
as a reversible plow, box plow, and back 
dragging plow. Available for backhoes and 
medium sized wheel loaders with a bucket 
capacity ranging from 2.00yd to 3.50yd.

T4900WP / T0600WP
FOLDING WING PLOW

WL-0600
HYDRAULIC REVERSIBLE PLOW

The Craig Stryker Plow is designed for small to medium wheel loaders up to a 3.5 
yard bucket capacity. This standardized plowing solution comes equipped with 
our Vertical Down Pressure Float system and is available with a trip edge only. The 
Vertical Down Pressure Float system allows the plow to float and oscillate with  
the contours of the road as well as offers the ability to lock-out the floating capability 
for scraping packed snow or ice.

WL-STRYKER
CRAIG STRYKER PLOW

• Heavy duty, proven Craig two piece trip edge
• Replaceable steel cutting edges - drilled to accept Craig, Cat,  

and A.A.S.H.O. edges
• Available in Craig Quik Key, OEM coupler, and pin-on configurations
• Available in 10 and 12 foot widths
• Weighs 2,400 - 2,600 lbs
• 42" tall moldboard with 3/16" thick moldboard sheet
• Available painted black only
• Drilled to accept customer supplied curb shoes and plow markers
• Jumper hose ready to operate hydraulic angling function  

(jumper hoses not included)
• No additional options available

LOADER & BACKHOE 
SNOW GEAR ATTACHMENTS
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1. RUBBER BUSHING
2. STEEL SPACER
3. EPDM SYNTHETIC RUBBER PAD
4. ONE-PIECE FORGED WEAR EDGE
5. TUNGSTEN CARBIDE INSERT  

(1-1/8” TALL)

SALT SAVER

Designed as a cleaner, greener plow edge solution, the 
Salt Saver is designed to follow uneven paved surfaces for 
improved snow removal over a traditional style edge. 
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UPGRADE AVAILABLE FOR ALL CRAIG PLOWS

FOLLOWS UNEVEN SURFACES

ABSORBS VIBRATION
The rubber pad1 holding the edge absorbs the vibration and  
noise making the cab a quieter place for the operator to work  
in. This also helps to reduce the overall wear on the equipment.

EASY INSTALL AND REPLACE
Light weight edge sections are easy to install and replace 
which saves time and there is no metal on metal contact 
meaning there is less wear on the attachment as a whole.

HIGH WEAR LIFE
Custom one-piece forged steel wear edge4 supports a custom 
tungsten carbide insert5 that is brazed into the bottom 
surface. These inserts are designed to significantly reduce 
their tendency to crack and disintegrate meaning the 
edge lasts longer.



INSTALLS
WE INSTALL YOUR 

GEAR FOR YOU!

Craig Manufacturing offers installations 
for attachments, hydraulic kits, machine 
accessories, and more. Our team of  
experts know our products inside and  
out and can install your attachments  
quickly and confidently. Available at 
your closest branch! Also, ask about our 
mobile service truck (available at our 
Blackfalds and Cambridge branches).  
Call Customer Support to schedule 
your next installation. 
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The Quik Pik Rear Post Bracket allows the 
complete push pole assembly, wing, and plow 
to be disconnected from the loader by a single 
person without tools in just minutes.

Protect your wing assembly with this mechanical 
trip. Replacing the standard bell swivel on  
the front post, this unit uses a rubber spring that 
compresses to allow the moldboard to trip  
when it strikes an obstacle.

WL-MTS
MECHANICAL TRIP SWIVEL

WL-QA
QUIK PIK REAR POST BRACKET
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The Craig Patrol Wing uses the same 
components as our standard Wing Assembly 
for wheel loaders. Operates using two OEM 
auxiliary valve sections or a SPD valve and a 
third spool. Features up to 21" of mechanical 
extension as well as mechanical float on both 
ends of the moldboard.

WL-301PW
PATROL WING

A versatile multi-position plow, the Craig 
Folding Vee Plow is capable of acting as a 
vee plow, inverted vee plow, straight blade, 
or angled blade.

WL-REV-V
FOLDING VEE PLOW

Built specifically for airport installations, Craig 
Ramp Plows are keeping airport ramps  
clear and safe around North America. Custom  
engineered for ease of use and efficient  
snow handling, these extra-wide plows can be  
ordered with a variety of cutting edges – 
including rubber to protect the tarmac.

Slotted design creates a large capacity, light 
weight bucket for efficient handling. The  
slots also allow air to escape when pushing 
into a large mound of snow – ensuring  
a full bucket. They help release snow when 
dumping, and allow water to escape  
when moving slushy or water-logged snow.

WL-SNB
SNOW BASKET

WL-RCS
RAMP CLEARING PLOW

Protect your wing assembly with this cab 
resettable hydraulic trip swivel. Replacing the 
standard bell swivel on the front post, this  
unit uses hydraulics to allow the moldboard to 
trip when it strikes an obstacle.

In the mid 50’s Craig Manufacturing pioneered 
the first snow wing on a wheel loader. Ever since 
this time Craig has continued to make product 
improvements. The 2011 season saw the rebirth 
of the plow harness itself. Craig has endeavored 
to build a better performing plow harness,  
which incorporates many of the standard features 
as well as some new ones.

WL-FMDPF
INTEGRATED PLOW HARNESS

WL-HTS
HYDRAULIC TRIP SWIVEL

The lightning fast Hydraulic Wing Gate allows  
the operator to momentarily interrupt the windrow 
from the wing. Great for plowing near parking  
lot entryways and doorways or for keeping 
homeowner’s driveways clear when plowing 
residential streets. The quick action of this option 
allows the operator to maintain full operating 
speed when engaging the Hydraulic Wing Gate.

WL-WINGGATE
HYDRAULIC WING GATE

A rugged snow removal solution for your 
wheel loader, the Craig High Sierra 
Reversible Plow is designed with heavy duty 
snow removal applications in mind. Features 
a rugged boxed back frame and additional 
gusseting along the base angle for improved 
strength in tough plowing conditions.

WL-REV-HS
HIGH SIERRA REVERSIBLE PLOW

This dozer blade’s wide cylinder stance 
provides maximum hold and strength while 
dozing. The cutting edge is gusseted between 
each mounting hole and a smooth boxed back 
frame keeps the moldboard light and strong.

WL-BFL
HYDRAULIC REVERSIBLE BACKFILL BLADE
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The Craig Extendable Reversible Plow is 
ideal for contractors who plow multiple large 
parking lots and yards. The hydraulically 
adjustable width allows it to be an efficient 
snow removal tool with a wide cleared  
path that is safe for travel between jobs.

REV-EXT
EXTENDABLE REVERSIBLE PLOW
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Mounting to the right side of the factory circle 
moldboard, the Craig Universal Snow Gate 
operates hydraulically allowing the operator 
to momentarily interrupt the flow of snow to 
avoid filling driveways or intersections.  
It’s built extra heavy duty to tackle extreme 
snow and ice. A floating gate runner allows  
it to operate cleanly on uneven surfaces.

Features a very aggressive conical moldboard.  
This plow has been designed specifically  
for highway use. The large difference between 
intake and discharge heights results in superior 
snow curl and discharge at high speeds.

MG-683
HIGH SPEED ONE WAY PLOW

MG-USG
UNIVERSAL SNOW GATE

The result of over 70 years of design experience, this reversible is the industry 
leader in snow equipment for graders to this day. The full floating frame follows 
the contour of the road both laterally and horizontally to ensure maximum contact. 

MG-7900
HYDRAULIC REVERSIBLE PLOW
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• Can be ordered in either Craig Quick Hitch or Push Pole hook-up 
• Trip moldboard standard, optional trip edge available
• Replaceable wear shoes and cutting edge for long wear life
• Available in various widths
• Angles 45° to the left and right
• Rugged 4" cylinders
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A grader sporting a newly equipped set of snow  
gear – it’s driving a 1073 One Way Plow and a  
301 Wing Assembly.

This grader is ready to take on it’s snow clearing  
duties with total ease after receiving it’s full  
winter setup!

Designed for maximum operator visibility, this 
wing assembly uses a parallel design front  
lift arm to provide up to 40” of level benching 
height. Postless design allows for exit from 
wing side door when needed.

MG-300
300 SERIES WING

The Craig 1072 Series plows are the next 
generation of rugged one way Craig blades 
built for today’s high speed machines.  
This plow is the modern version of the long
heralded 670 Series and remains true to  
that plow’s history of trouble-free operation 
and structural integrity.

MG-1072
1072 ONE WAY PLOW

When you need nothing but the absolute best 
for your fleet, the Craig 1073 Series is your 
solution. Derived from more than 70 years of  
working hand-in-hand with Department of 
Transportation representatives across North 
America, this plow series is the benchmark  
for durability under harsh conditions.

MG-1073
1073 ONE WAY PLOW

The Craig 301 Underslung Wing Assembly 
offers increased visibility and moldboard 
angle over the standard 301 Wing Assembly. 
The front post is mounted behind the 
articulation point, allowing the grader to 
maximize articulation while in carry or plow 
mode. Available on most machines.

MG-301US
301 UNDERSLUNG WING

GRADER
SNOW GEAR ATTACHMENTS
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Craig 302 Front Mount Wing Assemblies are 
designed to mount to the grader ahead of 
the articulation point. This allows for superior 
traction and operator visibility of plow gear 
during snow removal operators.

Extend the capabilities of your grader with  
an all hydraulic high lift rear post wing 
assembly. Featuring an amazing 60" level 
benching height, this assembly allows 
operators to double bench snowbanks for 
more efficient plowing.

MG-302
302 SERIES WING

MG-302FM
302 FRONT MOUNT WING

Designed for maximum operator visibility and  
safety, the Craig Severe Service Postless  
Wing Assembly is the ultimate in grader snow  
removal gear for the harshest winter conditions. 
Featuring a super duty push pole design and 
open back wing moldboard with torque tube 
construction, the 300SS is designed to spec for 
the western Canadian market.

MG-300SS
300SS POSTLESS WING

The perfect curl of our wing moldboard is still  
based on the magic formula we found in the  
50’s for unparalleled snow curl and discharge.

MG-301
301 SERIES WING

Simply the best built, most rugged vee plow  
available on the market today. Used  
exclusively for opening some of the worst  
roads in the north. This plow has been, and 
continues to be, a mainstay of government  
and private industry for ensuring that roads 
stay clear during the worst storms, or for 
opening roads that have not seen a plow for 
most of the winter season.

Designed specifically for 40 series graders 
and up, this heavy duty wing assembly 
has all the great features of the 301 wing 
assembly in an extra heavy duty package.

MG-401
401 SERIES HD WING

MG-630
VEE PLOW



LAWRENCEBURG OFFICE
408 Commerce Way

Ethridge, Tennessee
38456

Ph: 1-800-867-1006

BLACKFALDS OFFICE
88 27323 TWP Rd 394 

Lacombe County, Alberta 
T4M 0S1 

Ph: (403) 356-0048

CAMBRIDGE OFFICE
315 Thompson Drive
Cambridge, Ontario

N1T 2B3 

Ph: (519) 623-9500

HARTLAND OFFICE
96 McLean Avenue

Hartland, New Brunswick
E7P 2K5

Ph: (506) 375-4493
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STAFFED WITH INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS, THE CRAIG CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTER 
IS READY TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR HEAVY EQUIPMENT ATTACHMENT NEEDS.
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Our responsive team of professionals make doing business 
with Craig easy! Whether you’re purchasing new, looking  
to bring new life to an existing attachment, or need  
assistance with attachment operation, the Craig Customer 
Support Center is here to help.

Call the Craig Customer Support Center today for all  
your heavy equipment attachment needs.

1–800–565–5007(CANADA) | 1–800–867–1006(USA)



Materials and/or specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Machines, attachments and illustrations depicted may include non-standard equipment.

Visit your nearest Craig dealer for all available options.

WWW.CRAIGATTACHMENTS.COM
CANADA: 1–800–565–5007   |   USA: 1–800–867–1006


